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1Introduction

Alotofopticalmethodsforangularmeasurementhave

beenproposedtodate.Thosetechniquesarenecessaryto

alignmachine,tools,positionmaskwafersforintegrated

circuits,andsoon.Theautocollimatorandtheinterferom-

eterarewellestablisheddevicesforangularmeasurement.

Theformer,whilesimpleinstructure,isexpensiveandnot

suitableforautomaticon-linemeasurement,becauseit

takesilluchtimetoalignthemeasurementaxis.Also,its

measurementrangeissmall.Thelatter,whichisbasedon

theinterferenceofopticalwaves,convertstheangulardis-

placementintoanopticalpathdifference.Manytech-

niqueshavebeenproposedtoimprovetheaccuracyofsuch

systemsandtominiaturizethem.

Wehaveproposedseveralinterferometersthatmeasure

smallrotationanglesbyusingparallelinterferencepatterns

(PIPs)-andsinusoidalphasemodulation.OrthogonalPIPs

andpairedPIPshaveenabledtwo-dimensional4and
wide-rangerotation-anglemeasurement,respectively,by

eliminatingexternaldisturbance.Althoughthesesystems

areabletorealizehighlyaccurateandwide-rangerotation-

anglemeasurement,theyarecomplicatedandlarge.Other

techniquesthatsi

havebeenpr。p。s慧箪and

Ins霊aturizetheinterferometer

ystems,atleastonemea-

surementarmintheinterferometercontainsprisms.Inter-

nalre月ectionintheprismyieldsasimplesetu断cheapness,

andhighresolution.Themeasurement,however,suffers
fromexternaldisturbance,becauseitusesinterferenceof

opticalwaves.Furthermore,itisdifficulttoextendthesys-
temtotwo-dimensional(2-D)measurement.

Anothermethod,whichisnotbasedoninterferencebut
oninternalre月ection,hasbeendeveloped.5Whilethe

systemiscompactandhighlyaccurate,italsoisrestricted
toone-dimensional(1-D)measurement.

Themoiretechniqueisalsousefu

displacement.16-18Itisappliedt。tよtomeas

emask芯eangular

ignerfor

semiconductorprocessing.Thesystemisrathersimpleand
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cheap. It requires, however, a fine and precise 1-D grating,

which results in restriction toトD measurement.

In this paper. we propose another type of technique for

rotation-angle measurement. Because the measurement is

not implemented by interference but by fringe projection, it

is basically robust to external disturbance and simple in

setup. Although the basic principle is the same as that of

our previous system, the configuration, signal processing,

and performance are much improved. In particular, no ref-

erence mirror is required, and size of the object mirror is

much reduced. In the signal processing, a highly efficient

algorithm is introduced for the determination of a phase

difference. The performance is especially improved in re-

gard to the realization of 2-D Illeasurement and high angu-

lar resolution. Several illeasurements and evaluations inch-

cate that the measurement accuracy is =ご0.4 arcsec, which

is ten times better than that in our previous system and is

comparable to that of a high-priced autocolhmator. Also,

the measurement range has been expanded to

完1300 arcsec for　2-D rotation-angle measurement by

means of the projection of a two-pitch grating image.

2　Principle

2.1 2-D Rotation-Angle Measurement

Our system measures the angular displacements of the ob-

ject mirror (Mo), which rotates around the x- and _y axes.

The principle of the measurement is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The focal length of the imaging lens L is /L. We used two

kinds of 2-D grating in the experiments, which are illus-

trated in Fig. 2. We call them SI and S2, respectively, in

this paper. As shown in Fig. 2(a), SI is a simple square

grating whose pitches are px and py-. On the other hand, S2
is divided into four sections. Each section is distinguished

by referring to the segments p, q, r, and s as shown in Fig.

2(b). The pair of gratings in the areas p-r and q-s have the

same pitches pxl and pyx. The other pair in the areas p-s and

q-r have the same pitches pJ and py2. That is, diagonally

opposite pairs of gratings have the same pitch.
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g. 1 Principle of the measurement: Mo, object mirror; L, imaging
ns; xo, fringe shift; px, pitch of the grating; fL, focal 一ength of the

glng lens.

Although the system possesses a 2-D grating as inch-

cated in Fig. 2, we focus our attention on angular measure-

merit around the y axis (in the x direction) to simplify the

explanation, in which grating SI is assumed. The grating

一image
is focused onto Mo by lens Las shown in Fig. 1. The

image is reflected to and observed on the viewing plane.

We use the image that is captured before the mi汀or's rota-

tion as the reference. If Mo rotates slightly by Ox, the

viewed image shifts by

xo=fL tan 26x　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(1)

with respect to the reference image. We call the shifted

image used for the angular-displacement measurement the

object image. The rotation angle Ox is then given by

1

転we denote the reference and the object image as gi(x) and

賢wede

i

respectively, they are expressed as

gk{x)-a(x)+fc(*)cos慧x+<f>k (*-1,2), (3)
where a(x), b(x), and ¢>k are the background intensity, am-

plitude of the viewed grating image, and phases that are

>>T

F'9- 2 Grating images (a) Sl of the 1-D gfating and (b) S2 of the

2-D grating used in the experiments. S2 is divided into four sections.
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usedfortherotation-anglecalculation,respectively.Weas-
sumethata(x)andb{x)donotchangewiththeshiftofthe

grating.Theshiftxocanbecalculatedby

xo-莞A&.(4)

whereA在=あ-¢isthephasedifferencebetweeng^x)

andgji*)-SubstitutingEq.(4)intoEq.(2),wehavethe

rotationangle

ox-圭tan-I(義,4屯(5)

forthexdirection.Inthesameway,therotationanglefor

theydirectionisgivenby

o,-吉tan-i嵩wy(6)

whereA<pvisthephasedifferencebetweenthereference

andtheobjectgratingimagesintheydirection.

2.2SignalProcessingfortheDeterminationofthe

PhaseDifference

Inoursystem,thedeterminationofthephasedifference

betweeng¥{x)and^wlsthemostimportant.Inourpre-
viouspaper,1thephasedifferencewasobtainedafterde-

tecti

appl霊ephasesofthere

theF。uriertran霊nee

m(霜the

me霊ctimag
20The霊

method,however,usesboththeFTandtheinverseFTto

obtainonephase.Itrequiresalongcalculatingtime.Onthe

otherhand,thesignalprocessingwedescribeinthispaper

usesonlythe町itisverysimple,anditscalculatingtime

ismuchshorterthanthatofthepreviousone.

Wedescribetheprocessonlyforthexdirection,tosim-

plifytheexplanation.ThegratingimagesexpressedinEq.

(3)arerewrittenasfollows:

gk(x)-a{x)+ck(x)exp¥慧xj+c*

k(x)exp[一意)

(7)

*=1,2,

where

ck(x) -吉b(x)exp(i(f>k) ,
(8)

and denotes a complex conjugate. When the FT is ap-

plied to gk(x), we have

Gk∽ -A∽ +c・T,M/+y-　(9)
where capital letters denote the corresponding FTs. The

Fourier spectra of G¥{乃and G2(βare separated on the

frequency plane as illustrated in Fig. 3.

We now turn our attention to the Fourier spectra C, and

C? that are enclosed in the dashed rectangles in Fig. 3. If

043604-2 April 2006/Vol. 45(4)
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・1/A 0

(b) G2(/)

Fig. 3 Distribution of the Fourier spectra of (a) G,(/) and (b) G2(/).

The phase difference is ca一culated by using the components en-

c一osed in the dashed rectangles.

we extract those particular components from C, and C2 at

-¥ lpx and ¥lpx, respectively, they are given by

cl(O) - jB*(O) exp(- /0,)　　　　　(10)

and

C2(0) -吉B(0) exp(/<」2),　　　　(1 1)
4.I

where B∽ is the FT of b(x). Because the product of C,(0)

and C2(0) is

C;(o)C2(0) = -|B(0)|2 exp[/(也- 4>x)l

the phase difference is given by

&(f>x = tan~1
Im[c; (0) C2(0)]

Re[C, (0)C2(0)] r

(12)

(13)

Thus we do not need to calculate q>¥ andも. but can cal-
culate A<f>x directly without the inverse FT. The phase dif-

ference AOy for the y direction can be calculated in a simi-

lar way. -

Because Aもand A<」y are confined to the region be-
tween 0 and 277, the maximum measurable ranges for the x

and the y direction are simply given by

-xmax --吉ta鴻)
and

Optical Engineering

(14)
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Fig. 4 Experimental setup: L, 一enses; M, mirrors; PC, computer.

1

8ymax= - tan-1 (15)

respectively.

2.3Two-PitchMethodModifiedfor2-D

Measurement

WhenAもand/orA<f>yincreasebeyond2汀becauseofa

largerotationofthemi汀or,anambiguityoccursinthe

measurement.Toeliminatethisproblem,weapplythetwo一
宏tchmethodlbyuseofS2.Thisisatechnique

etraditionaltwo-wavelengthinterfer。metry.21霊Iarto

nweapplythetwo-pitchmethodforthexdirection,wefirst

exchangetheareasq-randq-softhecapturedgratinglm-

agebeforethephaseanalysis,whereasin山ecaseofthey

direction,theareasp-sandq-smustbeexchanged.These

processesallowustoincreasethecyclenumbersofthe
gratingandtoimprovethemeasurementaccuracy.1The

principleofthe1-Dtwo-pitchmethodisdescribedinRef.

19indetail;hereletusexplainitbrienyforthecaseofthe

2-Dmeasurement.Ifweusetwopitchespxxandpx2after

capturingtheimageofS2,theactualphasedifferencesare

representedby

A血l=△<f>x¥+2mx7T(16)

and

A<f>x2=AOx2+2nx7r,(17)

whereAもandA(/^a†ethedetectablephasedifferences

forpxxandpx2,respectively,andmxandnxareintegers.

Assumingthatmx=nx,theyaregivenby

mx= nx= INT
RrAも∫-A+rl

2tt
(18)

where Rx=-pxslpx¥ is the ratio between the synthetic grating

pitch

EBWB珂

Pxs =
lp.I -Px2¥

(19)

forthex-directionandtheoriginalone,Aも∫=AO.V,

-A^isthedifferencebetweenthedetectablephasedif-

ferencesforthexdirection,andthefunctionint[]gives

ォ_/*j-サ¥theintegerpartoftheargument.SubstitutingEq.(18)into

043604-3 April 2006/Vol. 45(4)
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Fig. 5 Schematic of the mirror-rotating system.

Eq. (16). the actual phase difference Aあis obtained.
Similar equations

A<pyl + 2my7rl

&.(f>y2 = k<f>y2 + 2nyTr,

Rv A<f>vs - k(f>vl

2汀

80

嘗6。
tこ_.ごl

育

壁
-T-lI

l二1

q〉

PvlP¥2

Pys=両 (23)

are derived for the y direction, where ^cf>yl and AOy2 are

the detectable phase differences for pyx and py2, respec-

tively, Ry=PyJpy¥, and A^^A^ -A^- The difference
A<f>yi is then calculated from Eqs. (20) and (22). Permuting

Aもand △<f>yl with AOxl and A<」yl in Eqs. (5) and (6),
respectively, 2-D rotation-angle measurement can be

achieved over a wide range.

3　Experimental,Setup

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. A

compact laser diode (Hitachi HL6335), whose wavelength

and output power are 635 nnl and 5 mW, respectively, is

used as a light source. The grating is l汀adiated by the light,

and its image is focused onto the object mirror in the

mi汀or-rotating system. The pitches of the gratings used in

our experiments are px=py=¥.l mm for SI・ and pxl=py¥

=P¥=1.7 mm and px2=Py2=P2=l-5 mm f-r S2. They were

printed on a transparency with a laser-beam printer whose

resolution was 600 dots/in. The focal length of the imaging

lens L-4 is/L= 1000 mm. The grating image reflected by the

minor backpropagates and passes the half mi汀or. The CCD

camera captures the image, which is shifted by the rotation

of the minor. The pixel number and the pitch of the CCD

camera are 768×494 pixels and 6.4×7.5 〃m respec-

po)tively.Thecapturedimagesareproce

inthefrequencydomaint。calculate完:dbythecomp

r。tati。nangle?tl:thesametime,therotationangleismeasuredbytheauto-

collimator(Taylor-HobsonDA20)soastoestimatetheac-

(21)curacyofoursystem.Theresolutionandthenleasurable

rangeoftheDA20are±0.2and±20arcsec,respectively.

Themi汀or-rotatingsystenlisillustratedinFig.5.Agim-

balmirrorholderisusedtoholdandrotatetheobjectmir-

(22)ror.Theangleofthemirroriscontrolledbyrotatingthetwo

micrometersinstalledinthemirrorholder.Theangles

changeby#,.=0.68degperturnand&,=0.54degperturn,

respectively,forthexandtheydirection.Weattachedthe

Proposedsystem :O Forward, ロFもverse
Autoco…mator ×Forward, + 馳verse

20 6x (give高o (arcsec)60

(a)

ここt

璽60
LT-～

"8　40

.I

主20
>ヽ

ち

Prop osed system :O Forw ard , ロ Reverse
Autocollim ator × Forw a rd, + Reverse

40

0y (given) (arcs;∝)

(b)

60　　　　　80

Fig. 6 Measured rotation angle for (a) the x direction and (b) the y direction in the range of
0 to 80 arcsec. "Forward" and "Reverse" mean increment and decrement of the angular displacement.
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Fig. 7 Measured rotation ang一e for (a) the x direction and (b) the y direction in the range of

0 to 20 arcsec. The measurement was made in the "Forward" direction.

metal bar to one of山e micrometers and moved it with the

motorized micrometer head. The micrometer head was po-
sitioned at the end of the metal bar. We used a dedicated

laser sensor whose resolution is 0.1 〝m to monitor the dis-

placement of the metal bar. The renector attached to the

metal bar reflects the sensor beam. The displacement D is

monitored by the sensor at a distance 〟 of ll mm. The

angles of rotation driven by the micrometer heads are given

by

e,-莞tan- M,　　　　　(24)
and

0,-莞tan-i計　　　　(25)
respectively. Although the rotation angle can be confirmed

precisely by the autocollimator. we can estimate it roughly

by monitoring D.

4　Results

We measured the rotation angles by using grating SI to

confirm the performance of the proposed system. From

Eqs. (14) and (15), the maxinlum measurable ranges of the

i
c3

育

頭
∈
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angular displacement are calculated as 175.3 arcsec for

both directions. Figure 6 shows山e measurement results, in
which "Forward" and "Reverse' mean increment and dec-

rement of the angular displacement, respectively. The solid

lines in Fig. 6(a) and"6(b) show a slope of 45 deg. The

"given" angles were calculated by using Eqs. (24) and (25).

The angle was measured at intervals of -4 and -3 arcsec

for the x and the y direction, respectively, by using our

system and the autocolhmator. While a large hysteresis
loop is observed in Fig. 6(a), the results obtained by our

systeill alld by the autocolhmator agreed very well. Be-

cause a lot of experiments had been made only for the x

direction rotation, the screw of the micrometer could have

been wont dowll. It seems likely that the hysteresis comes

from this wear. We presume to show this result because the

nonlinear change well confirms the measurement perfor-

mance. The measurement results plotted in Fig. 6(b) show

the linear dependence on the rotation angle that is given by

the mirror-rotating system. The angles measured with our

system and the autocolhmator agreed well also in the y

direction.

In these experiments, angular displacement was mea-

sured in the range of 0 to 80 arcsec. but we finely mea-

sured the rotation angle in　山e na汀ow range of

0 to 20 arcsec for the x and y directions to confirm the

measuremellt e汀or. The angle was measured every

500

400

--__一

〈300
3

扇200
SIOO

>ヽ

くb

O

-T he oretica l

O

ー・B -- 戸′′1.5 m m )

...× R 2( 1.7m m

が〆

♂.ォ*・* ! ・ _ Oか 誓

㌣ ▼ ¥AQ増 -

1 00　　　200　　　300　　　400　　　500

0Y (given) (arc泊:)

(b)

Fig. 8 Rotation angles for (a) the x direction and (b) the y direction measured with two-pitch grating

S2. Plots on the dot-dash line and dotted line are obtained with a sing一e pitch. P一ots on the so一id line

are obtained by the two-pitch method.
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声1 arcsec for the "Forward" direction by use of our system

2nd the autocolhmator. Measurement for the x direction

was made in the linear regions in Fig. 6(a), avoiding the

nonlinear range. Results are shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b),

respectively, for the x and the y direction. No major differ-

ences were found between the results obtained by our sys-

tem and by the autocolhmator. The differences between the

measurement results obtained by the two devices are found

to be 0.35 and 0.34 arcsec rms for the x and the y direction,

respectively. These results allow us to estimate a measure-

ment accuracy of =ご0.4 arcsec.

Next, we tried applying the 2-D two-pitch method by

using S2. Although the maximum measurable ranges are

estimated as 175.3 and 154.7 arcsec toり　and ∫?2, respec-

tively, from Eqs..(14) and (15), it is expected that the mea-

surement ranges for the both directions can be expanded up

t0 -1314 arcsec, because the synthetic pitch is pxs=pys

・ps=12.75 mm. Results obtained with S2 are shown in

Fig. 8. In the x direction, measurements were conducted 30

times every =15 arcsec forp¥ and forp2, as shown in Fig.

8(a). As we expected, the results obtained for pl and p2

were discontinuous at　=175　and　-155 arcsec, respec一

dvely; but the rotation angle was measured without such

discontinuities over the whole range when the two-pitch

method was applied. The continuous plots agreed well with

the theoretical line. The deviation from the theoretical line

was 0.79 arcsec rms for the x direction. The same expen-

ment was performed in the _y direction. The angular dis-

placement was measured every恕12 arcsec for the y direc-

tion. Because the coefficient /3y is smaller than @x. while
every displacement of the metal bar driven by the motor-

lzed micrometer was the same for the jc and the y direction.

an angular displacement in the y direction was smaller than

one in the x direction. Although the results obtained by p¥

and p2 were discontinuous as shown in Fig. 8(b)・ the two-

pitch method allowed us to compensate the discontinuity.

The deviation from the theoretical line was 0.48 arcsec rms

forthey direction.

5　Conclusion

‥we have proposed and demonstrated a small-rotation-angle

measurement system that has wide measurement range. A

precise two-dimensional measurement scheme was realized

: with a simple setup. Although the system proposed in this

paper is a modification of our previous one, the configura-

tion, the signal processing, and the performance are much

improved. The laser light enables us to focus the beam on

: the object mirror, and it removes the requirement on the

size of the object mirror. A simple and highly efficient sig-

nal processing scheme was proposed for calculating the

phase difference. Several measurements confirmed that the

measurement accuracy is =ご0.4 arcsec in our proposed sys-

tern. The performance matched a high-priced autocollima-

tor in accuracy. The two-pitch method enabled us to expand

the measurement range. In our prototype, it covers the

range from 0 to 1314 arcsec, which is superior to an auto-

collimator.
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